*HO                                    THE  MKTALLUROY  OF  GOLD.
but sonic American writers consider the proportion of one part of gold to two and a half parts of silver to be the most desirable, whilst at a refinery at San Francisco the alloy consisted of two parts of gold to three pails of silver. This proportion was instituted when alloying silver was scarce in 'California, but the gold thus separated was only WH) fine, containing ten parts of silver, the maximum allowed bv law in the gold coins of the United tStates. [f the ordinarv proportion of 2.1 parts of silver to 1 of gold is used, horever, the gold can be obtained about Wtt to (.H)S fine, and the fineness of the gold can be increased to about (.»(,)(.) by fusing it, first with bisulphate of potash and subsequently with nitre. Dore sihei containing only a few parts of gold per 1,000, when subjected in the form of bars to the action of the acid, instead of being granulated, yielded uold at San Francisco of i)J)6 fine, after one boiling onlv.
The amount of base metals present in the. alloy is carefully reiiulated, as their sulphates are little soluble in concent rated sulphuric acid, and consequently are precipitated and interfere with the progress of the operation. .Bars of auriferous copper, such, as those formed from worn-out amalgamated plates, are added to the parting alloy, as a small amount of copper facilitates the solution of the silver. The proportion of copper must not exceed about 10 per cent., but the usual amount; is much less. A small quantity of lead is said to assist in the solution of copper, which is somewhat slowlv attacked by concentrated sulphuric acid, and a maximum amount of 5 per cent, of lead does not interfere with the operation. From the. economy with which this system of parting can be practised, silver containing onlv 0-.r) part of gold per 1,000 can be separated from it at a profit. At the Vienna Mint, bars are parted containing <)•!) part of gold per 1,000, and at Freiberg bars containing only 0--1 part per 1,OUO have been profitably treated.
In England, silver bars are passed through the parting operation, if they contain at least 2 grains of gold per troy pound, or 0-^5 part per 1,000, but dore silver is not parted bv itself. It is mixed with rich gold alloys.
The parting alloy is usually granulated (by pouring it into wafer, see above, p. -IfJN), but at a San Francisco KefintTV the dore silver is not. granulated but melted and cast info bars J inch thick, *J inches wide, and 15 inches long.
Dissolution, of the tiilnr. 'Phis is usually eflectcd in cast-iron kettliH, platinum having heo.n abandoned on account of its high cost. The iron used is fine-grained compact white iron, preferably containing «> or I per cent, of phosphorus, which increases the durability, although *J per cent, only of phosphorus in considered enough by some refiners. Tint kettle is slowly dissolved by the acid, ferrous sulphate being formed, and, in the course oi about two years, the thick news of the. vessel is reduced from about 2 inches to from ,} to A inch, when it in discarded. The perfect exclusion of air from the interior increases the length of life^ and dilute acid must, not be allowed to come, in contact with the iron, as the latter is freely dissolved by it. The vessels arc, rectangular or cylindrical, with ilat or hemispherical bottom,', the latter being preferred in Europe and the former in America. They are covered with oust- iron lids, about | inch in thickness, which are bolted tightly to the vessels, and have bent leaden pipes fitted to them for carrying oil the fumes, which consist largely of >S02. This is sometimes reconverted into sulphuric, acid in leaden chambers arranged for the purpose. The cover has also an opening (supplied with a lid made air-tight by a water joint) through which the alloys and acids are added and the operation watched. Heat Ls supplied by a wood or coal fire (see Fig. 191),-or in other ways.

